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Before opening any franchise, you should 
be sure that franchise exists within a 
strong industry with growth potential. It’s 
no secret that golf is one of the world’s 
most popular sports, but what about youth 
golf? In the past, parents may have had 
trouble getting their children interested 
in golf, as it struggled to compete with 
other sports like baseball, football, 
and basketball. But with golf growing 
in popularity, children are flocking to 
the sport. Its relative safety compared 
to contact sports also makes it highly 
preferable to parents, who don’t have 
to worry about their child sustaining any 
major injuries. GolfU prides itself on 
taking advantage of this industry trend, 
giving kids the right kind of tailored 
instruction to turn their interest in golf into 
a real passion.  
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THE IMPORTANCE OF 
YOUTH GOLF 
All our franchisees share the same 
belief that youth golf is incredibly 
important to the future of the sport. The 
impact of youth-player development 
simply cannot be understated, and 
you should be excited to be part of it. 
According to Brendon Elliot of Golf 
WRX, youth golf is “the gateway to the 
long-term health of the golf industry. 
It has been proven that a positive, 
fun, and productive introduction to 
golf leads to lifelong golfers. For the 
gatekeepers of the game, the PGA 
Professionals, that is the mission.” He 
also adds that in order for courses to 
continue to operate around the country, 
we must continue to develop players and do our best 
to generate enthusiasm for the sport. 

At GolfU, we do more than generate enthusiasm. We 
foster talent, teach new skillsets, help children grow, 
and have a lot of fun in the process.

THE INDUSTRY
The youth golf industry is growing at a highly encouraging rate. Since 2011, there has been an 
over 20% increase in junior golf participation among kids, ultimately equaling to about 500,000 
kids. This group is composed of diverse backgrounds, too. Of all juniors, 33% are girls and 33% 
are from non-white households, which is a great trend for the golf industry moving forward. It’s 
important to encourage people from all walks of life to take up this amazing sport, and shed the 
stigma of exclusivity. 

As a whole, golf’s economic impact is a staggering $84.1 billion. Of course, the majority of 
that number is due to pro golfing, but that doesn’t mean you should underestimate the rise in 
popularity of youth golf. In fact, youth sports overall is a $15 billion industry, and alternative golf 
facilities for kids are right in the heart of that market.

Alternative golf facilities include practice ranges, miniature golf, and indoor centers, and there 
are over 2,300 nationwide. Alternative facilities generated over $1.13 billion last year, thanks in 
no small part to the rise of companies like ours.

20% INCREASE 
IN JUNIOR GOLF 

PARTICIPATION 
AMONG KIDS
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Even more encouragingly, last 
year the PGA Tour announced 
that 28% of millennials play 
golf. This is largely due to the 
PGA Tour taking new, creative 
steps to engage with young 
people, including active social 
media content and other youth-
friendly events designed to get 
kids excited about golf. 

The Youth Golf Report conducted 
an extensive study of young 
people in the golfing world, 
and found that while interest 
is steadily increasing among 
younger age groups, that 
doesn’t mean there isn’t still 
work to do– and companies like 
GolfU are leading the charge. 
Some still view golf as an 

exclusionary club sport reserved for older people, and it’s our mission to break this stigma and 
introduce kids to the joys of golf.

In response to the report, Sue Gledhill, Qualitative Director of Market Opportunity and Innovation 
at the market research company, GfK, said, “I was pleasantly surprised that there was an 
underlying interest in the sport, but to get them into golf and make them golfers is a long journey. 
There is a feeling among young people that they don’t belong in the golf club environment – it 
is seen as something for mature men. However, existing junior golfers expressed their sense of 
belonging in a competitive sense and really valued their coaches.” 

At GolfU, we understand the value of pairing the right coaches with our students. This is why we 
place a tremendous amount of emphasis on hiring true experts, with a real passion for the sport, 
and who will really forge valuable connections with the kids.
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LPGA PROMOTING GIRLS GOLF
One of the most encouraging trends in our industry is 
the increasing number of girls who are interested in 
golf. According to Golfworld, programs such as The 
First Tee, the LPGA/USGA Girls Golf and the PGA 
Junior League Golf have contributed to the rise in the 
number of females entering the junior golf arena. The 
number of girls in youth golf is nearly double what is 
was in 1995.

These exploding numbers are thanks in large part 
to the efforts of the LPGA, and their new programs 
designed to attract more females to the sport. In 
2016, their program introduced 62,000 young girls 
to the game. Programs for women, in general, are 
making golf more welcoming and less intimidating, 
seeking to boost female participation. A recent 
study found that 29% of women who are non-golfers 
indicated an interest in taking up the game.

The last seven years have seen a stunning 1,400% 
growth in participation for LPGA USGA Girls Golf, 
with the program increasing from 4,500 girls in 
2010 to over 75,000 girls now. There are over 450 
Girls Golf sites scattered across the world, with girls 
under the age of 18 representing the fastest growing 
sector in the U.S. golf population since 2010.  These 
numbers point to a huge demographic opportunity 
for GolfU owners, because it isn’t just young boys 
who are showing an interest in golf anymore, as has 
been traditionally believed.

One of the USGA Girls Golf ambassadors is Brittany 
Lincicome, and she eloquently gave her take on 
the rise of females in the sport she loves. "It's just 
incredible to see where it all started way back when 
to how it has grown now," she told LPGA.com. 
"There are thousands of new girls who come on 
board every year who get interested in the game of 
the golf, which is amazing. Obviously they are the 
future of the game.

I remember being a junior golfer back in the day 
and how hard it was to get out there. Most girls 
don't think golf is very cool or a cool sport and now 
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see how it's changing and how far it's come. The LPGA Girls Golf program is killing it in getting 
more girls involved and keeping it fun. They have their junior clinics and the focus there is all 
about keeping it enjoyable and letting the girls have lots of fun. That's why they love it." 

Indeed, the LPGA Girls Golf program has established itself as a success nationwide, helping 
introduce girls aged six to 17 to the game, and teaching them valuable life lessons in the process. 

At GolfU, we pride ourselves on offering a nurturing and educational environment for girls to 
explore their love of golf.  Our girl-friendly golf programs offer gender-specific programming and 
activities for girls, include social and non-golf opportunities to create lasting friendships, give girls 
positive, female role models and mentors, provide girls opportunities to lead and give back by 
volunteering as mentors, and inspire girls to live active and healthy lives. This helps girls feel more 
comfortable learning and developing skills, giving them 
heightened confidence in their abilities, and making them 
feel more at ease while engaging in group activities.
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OUR SERVICES  
APPEAL TO A  

DIVERSE RANGE  
OF KIDS.
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HOW WE CAPITALIZE ON 
INDUSTRY SUCCESS
Understanding the growing youth market is one thing, but it’s also extremely important to 
know how GolfU capitalizes on this popularity. Our wide range of classes are designed to 
accommodate children of all ages, and allow them to practice every important golf skill that 
they will need as they move forward in the sport. We also offer leagues, organized by age 
and ability, designed to help students bal¬ance our expert junior golf instruction with fun. We 
have a curriculum in place to ensure children are having fun and playing well with peers of a 
commensurate skill level, and as part of our system, we track the progression of each golfer to 
help them overcome any obstacles.

Here’s a full breakdown of exactly what you will be offering as a GolfU franchisee, and how our 
services truly appeal to a diverse range of kids.

•   We provide integration of leagues and camps on-course that offers owners multiple 
revenue streams.

•   We provide league practice schedules that are convenient for parents using our own,  
in-house local certified GolfU Pro.

•  Year-round programming that is never interrupted by weather.

•   A unique golf facility that serves as the home base for all programs.

•  Our facility layout allows for a greater volume of kids at each class.

•   Our classes cover every golf skill, every week and we have comprehensive training for 
owners to be able to deliver on that commitment to the junior athletes in training.  
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•   Our curriculum shows a progression through a series of levels, encouraging kids to keep 
training year over year and season after season.

•  Our innovative lesson plans are fun and have proven results.

•   Our certified junior coaching program helps to ensure every location’s staff is well trained 
– we help you deliver on the experience that brings your kids back season after season.

•   We offer an in-demand service with controllable low overhead costs and a  
growing market.

But what about you, the owner? Sure, GolfU goes above and beyond for its students, but when 
you franchise with us you want to be sure you’re getting your money’s worth, including all the 
support you need to be successful. Here’s what our franchisees can look forward to as they start 
their business.

•   We have custom designed stations that are fun but also highly effective. Kids want to have 
fun. Parents want the kids to learn. GolfU programs keep both happy and returning for 

many years.

•   GolfU focuses on kids of all 
abilities, beginner through elite.

•   GolfU offers 12 months of 
programming regardless of 
weather, keeping you in business 
all year long. 

•   GolfU provides owners with a 
comprehensive training program, 
detailed operations manual and 
on-going support for efficient daily 
operation of your business.  

 •   Our coaches’ handbook provides 
a path to improvement for kids of 
all ages and abilities.  



EXPANSION OPPORTUNITY
The best part about owning a GolfU franchise is that you don’t have to limit yourself to just one. 
With so many revenue streams available to you while operating a single franchise, it’s natural 
to want to expand and open another, or maybe even two or three more.  We encourage our 
franchisees to open as many GolfU’s as they feel they can handle. If you aren’t a golf pro 
yourself, however, we require that you have at least one Golf Coach employed full time  
at each location.

Multi-unit owners will be well served 
by our franchise process, which is 
designed to accommodate those of 
all backgrounds – even if you’re not a 
former golf pro. We have a curriculum 
in place to guide our owners along 
their franchise journey, so they have 
answers to their questions every step 
of the way, and know exactly what 
they should be teaching students. 
Hiring coaches will also go a long way 
toward taking some of the burden off 
your shoulders, and talking to them will 
help you learn more about the ever-
evolving industry.
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